We have devised evolution tracks of massive stars with 8 M/M 160 under extreme metal poor (EMP) environments for log(Z/Z ) = −2, −4, −5, −6, and −8, where M and Z are the solar mass and metallicity, respectively. Our evolution tracks are based on reference stellar models which we have newly obtained by simulating the time evolutions of EMP stars. Our evolution tracks take into account stars ending with blue supergiant (BSG) stars, and stars skipping Hertzsprung gap (HG) phases and blue loops, which are characteristics of massive EMP stars. In our evolution tracks, stars may remain BSG stars when they finish their core Helium burning (CHeB) phases. Our evolution tracks are in good agreement with our stellar evolution models. We can use these evolution tracks on the SSE, BSE, and NBODY6 codes, which are widely used for population synthesis calculations and star cluster simulations. These evolution tracks should be useful to make theoretical templates of binary black holes formed under EMP environments.
INTRODUCTION
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) has finally detected the first gravitational wave from a black hole (BH) merger (Abbott et al. 2016 ). Since then, many BH-BH mergers have been observed by gravitational wave observatories LIGO and VIRGO (e.g. The LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. 2018 ). These detections have raised an important question: what the origin of these merging BH-BHs is. One of the promising origins is massive binary stars. However, it has been still under debate what stellar metallicity such massive binary stars have: Population (Pop.) I/II stars (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2016) or Pop. III stars (e.g. Kinugawa et al. 2014) , and where they are formed: galactic fields (e.g. Tutukov et al. 1973; Bethe & Brown 1998) or star clusters (e.g. Portegies Zwart & McMillan 2000) . In order to elucidate the origin of these merging BH-BHs, one has to make theoretical templates of merging BH-BHs, and compare them with observed BH-BH populations.
E-mail: tanikawa@ea.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp Population synthesis calculations and star cluster simulations are powerful tools to make such theoretical templates of merging BH-BHs from galactic fields and from star clusters, respectively. In either case, BH-BHs from Pop. I/II stars with 0.01 Z/Z 1 have been intensively studied so far (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2016; Rodriguez et al. 2016) , where Z and Z are metallicity and the solar metallicity, respectively. On the other hand, BH-BHs formed from extreme metal poor (EMP) stars with Z/Z 0.01 (including Pop. III stars) have been not examined well. Kinugawa et al. (2014) have found that Pop. III BHBHs have distinct features from Pop. I/II BH-BHs by means of population synthesis calculations. The mass distribution of Pop. III BH-BHs have a much larger peak than those of Pop. I/II BH-BHs. This argument is insensitive to the choices of stellar initial mass functions (IMFs) and initial binary parameters (Kinugawa et al. 2016) . Thus, Pop. III BHBHs can have significant contribution to observed BH-BHs. Inayoshi et al. (2017) have confirmed their arguments by simulating Pop. III star evolutions. The reason for this difference comes from stability of mass transfer of BH-BH progenitors. Massive Pop. I/II stars become red supergiant (RSG) stars, and have convective envelopes after a certain time in their lives. Such stars easily experience unstable mass transfer or common envelope evolution (Paczynski 1976; Iben & Livio 1993; Taam & Sandquist 2000; Ivanova et al. 2013 ), just after they begin Roche-lobe overflow. In fact, most of BH-BH progenitors experience common envelope evolution for Pop. I/II stars (e.g. Bethe & Brown 1998; Belczynski et al. 2002; Dominik et al. 2012 Dominik et al. , 2013 Mennekens & Vanbeveren 2014; Belczynski et al. 2014; Spera et al. 2015; Eldridge & Stanway 2016; Belczynski et al. 2016; Eldridge et al. 2017; Mapelli et al. 2017; Stevenson et al. 2017; Kruckow et al. 2018; Spera et al. 2019; Mapelli et al. 2019; Eldridge et al. 2019 ). On the other hand, a significant fraction of massive Pop. III stars end with blue supergiant (BSG) stars which have radiative envelopes, since they have small opacities (e.g. Marigo et al. 2001; Ekström et al. 2008) . They tend to undergo stable mass transfer when they interact with their companion stars. Such stable mass transfer loses less stellar masses than common envelope evolution. Hence, Pop. III BH-BHs can be more massive than Pop. I/II BH-BHs.
Moreover, Pop. III stars should have a different formation mode from Pop. I/II stars. Pop. I/II stars have typical mass of ∼ 1M at the formation time, and top-light IMFs (Salpeter 1955; Kroupa 2001) . On the other hand, the typical mass of Pop. III stars should be 10 -1000M at the initial time, and their IMF should be top-heavy (Omukai & Nishi 1998; Abel et al. 2002; Bromm & Larson 2004; Yoshida et al. 2008; Hosokawa et al. 2011; Stacy et al. 2011 Stacy et al. , 2012 Bromm 2013; Susa 2013; Susa et al. 2014; Hirano et al. 2015) . The formation mode may transition from Pop. I/II like to Pop. III like at Z/Z ∼ 10 −3 -10 −6 (Bromm & Loeb 2003; Omukai et al. 2005; Schneider et al. 2006; Maio et al. 2010 ). IMFs will be an important factor to amplify the difference between Pop. I/II and Pop. III BH-BHs. We again emphasize that the typical masses of Pop. III BH-BHs in Kinugawa et al. (2014) (Hartwig et al. 2016; Belczynski et al. 2017) , such templates will help surveying Pop. III BH-BHs from an enormous number of merging BH-BHs in current and future gravitational wave observations . The direct detection of Pop. III stars and their remnants have neither yet succeeded for massive and short-lived Pop. III stars (Rydberg et al. 2013) , nor for low-mass and long-lived Pop. III stars (Frebel & Norris 2015) , although the latter Pop. III stars might be observed as metal-enriched stars due to metal pollution by interstellar gas, dust, and asteroids (Komiya et al. 2015; Johnson 2015; Tanikawa et al. 2018; Kirihara et al. 2019) .
In this paper, we devise evolution tracks of massive EMP stars for population synthesis calculations and star cluster simulations, based on stellar evolution simulations for massive stars with 8 ≤ M/M ≤ 160, where M and M are stellar mass and the solar mass. Although there are many evolution tracks, such as SSE and BSE (Hurley et al. 2000 (Hurley et al. , 2002 , SeBa (Portegies Zwart & Verbunt 1996) , Scenario Machine (Lipunov et al. 1996) , SEVN (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2015) , BPASS (Eldridge & Stanway 2016) , COMBINE (Kruckow et al. 2018) , and BINARY_C , these evolution tracks support Pop. I/II stars with 0.001 Z/Z 1. Kinugawa et al. (2014) have supported evolution tracks of just Pop. III stars (i.e. Z/Z = 0), based on the model of Marigo et al. (2001) . Our evolution tracks support EMP stars with Z/Z = 10 −2 , 10 −4 , 10 −5 , 10 −6 , and 10 −8 , and bridge the metallicity gap. For EMP stars, the evolution tracks of Z = 10 −4 , 10 −6 , 10 −10 and 0.7 ≤ M ≤ 15M stars have been investigated (Cassisi & Castellani 1993) . The metallicity dependence of 20 M stars with Z = 10 −8 , 10 −5 , 0.02 have been investigated in Hirschi (2007) . However, no systematic studies of the evolution tracks for EMP massive stars have been performed.
We preferentially make evolution tracks of massive EMP stars, since stars should be dominantly formed as massive stars in EMP environments. However, we will make evolution tracks of low-mass EMP stars in near future. Many studies have claimed that low-mass stars could be formed even under metal-free environments (Nakamura & Umemura 2001; Machida et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2011b,a; Greif et al. 2011 Greif et al. , 2012 Machida & Doi 2013; Susa et al. 2014; Chiaki et al. 2016; Susa 2019) .
We have incorporated the evolution tracks into SSE (Hurley et al. 2000) , BSE (Hurley et al. 2002) , and NBODY6 (Aarseth 2003; Nitadori & Aarseth 2012; Wang et al. 2015) . Several population synthesis calculation codes (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2002; Kinugawa et al. 2014; ) are based on the BSE code. The NBODY6 code (or the NBODY4 code) is widely used to derive BH-BH populations originating from star clusters (e.g. Banerjee et al. 2010; Tanikawa 2013; Bae et al. 2014; Banerjee 2017; Fujii et al. 2017; Park et al. 2017; Hong et al. 2018; Di Carlo et al. 2019; Kumamoto et al. 2019) . Moreover, many works have obtained BH-BH populations formed in star clusters, using star cluster simulation codes coupled with the BSE code (e.g. Giersz et al. 2013; Rodriguez et al. 2018) . Therefore, we believe that our evolution tracks can be used on many codes for population synthesis calculations and star cluster simulations with minor adjustments.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we overview our evolution models of EMP stars as reference models of our evolution tracks. In section 3, we describe how to make the evolution tracks of EMP stars. In section 4, we compare the stellar evolution tracks with our stellar evolution models. In section 5, we summarize this paper. The units of time, luminosity, radius, and mass are Myr, L (the solar luminosity), R (the solar radius), and M , respectively, if otherwise specified.
STELLAR EVOLUTION MODELS
We need stellar evolution models as reference, in order to make stellar evolution tracks. We present our simulation method to make the stellar evolution models in section 2.1. In section 2.2, we overview our stellar evolution models.
Simulation method
Our simulation method is similar to 1 dimensional (1D) simulation method in Yoshida et al. (2019) . Thus, we briefly describe the method here. We follow the time evolutions of stars with M = 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, 32, 40, 50, 65, 80, 100, 125 , and 160 for log(Z/Z ) = −2, −4, −5, −6 and −8 from the zeroage main-sequence (ZAMS) to the carbon ignitions at the stellar centers. We use a 1D stellar evolution code, HOSHI code (Takahashi et al. 2016 (Takahashi et al. , 2018 . We adopt the Ledoux criterion for convective instability, and model chemical mixing in a convective region by means of the mixing length theory with the diffusion coefficients described in Takahashi et al. (2018) . We also take into account chemical mixing by convective overshoot as a diffusive process. The adopted overshoot parameter is the same as Set L A in Yoshida et al. (2019) . This overshoot parameter is determined based on the calibration to early-B type stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud similarly to Stern model (Brott et al. 2011 ). We do not include stellar wind mass loss in our simulations, since we usually consider stellar wind mass loss while following stellar evolution tracks in population synthesis calculations and star cluster simulations (e.g. Hurley et al. 2000) .
Simulation results
We briefly review the evolutions of massive Pop. I/II stars including stars with log(Z/Z ) = −2 before we see the simulation results. A star starts from a main-sequence (MS) phase in which hydrogen is burned at the center of the star. The beginning time of the MS is called the ZAMS time. When hydrogen is burned out at the center, a helium (He) core has been formed inside of the star. Then, the He core and its hydrogen envelope shrink, which is called a hook phase. The hook phase ends with hydrogen ignition on the surface of the He core, and is followed by a Hertzsprung gap (HG) phase in which the He core continues to shrink while the hydrogen envelope begins expanding. At some point, helium is ignited in the He core, and a core helium burning (CHeB) phase starts. In general, a massive star never becomes a red giant branch (RGB) star before entering into a CHeB phase. In the CHeB phase, the stellar envelope transiently shrinks and expands again, if the star is relatively light. This behavior is called a blue loop. The stellar envelope monotonically expands if the star is relatively heavy. The CHeB phase finishes when helium is completely converted to carbon and oxygen (CO) at the center, and the CO core emerges at the center. Subsequently, helium keeps burned on the surface of the CO core. Thus, this phase is called a shell helium burning (ShHeB) phase. The star becomes a RSG star in either of the CHeB or ShHeB phase. The ShHeB phase continues until carbon is ignited at the center. Shortly after the carbon ignition, the star experiences a supernova explosion, or gravitational collapse. Then, it finally leaves a neutron star (NS) or BH.
There are three different points between Pop. I/II stars and EMP stars (including Pop. III stars). (1) Some of EMP stars never become RSG stars. (2) EMP stars experience smaller blue loops than Pop. I/II stars, and a part of EMP stars have no blue loops. (3) A part of EMP stars skip HG phases. These points will be described in detail below. Figure 1 shows Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagrams for different metallicities. All the stars become RSG stars with log(T eff /K) 3.7 for log(Z/Z ) = −2, while some of stars end with BSG stars with log(T eff /K) 3.7 for log(Z/Z ) = −5 and −8. The mass range of stars ending with BSG stars becomes wider with metallicity decreasing: 20 M 32 for log(Z/Z ) = −5, and 13 M 40 for log(Z/Z ) = −8. This is because stars have smaller opacity as they become more metal-poor.
In Figure 1 , we can see the absence of blue loops for EMP stars. For log(Z/Z ) = −2, relatively light stars (8 M 25) have blue loops. The M = 8 star has the most prominent one among them. Its effective temperature returns up to log(T eff /K) ∼ 4.3 after its effective temperature decreases down to log(T eff /K) ∼ 3.8 once. For log(Z/Z ) = −5, stars with 8 M 16 still have blue loops, and however their blue loops are much less prominent than those of stars for log(Z/Z ) = −2. Even for the M = 8 star, the beginning temperature of the blue loop is different from the highest temperature in the blue loop only by ∆ log(T eff /K) 0.1. Finally, blue loops dissapear from all the stars for log(Z/Z ) = −8.
EMP stars may skip their HG phases. This can be seen in Figure 2 which shows the radius evolutions of stars with different masses and metallicities. For a star with M = 10 and log(Z/Z ) = −2, its radius monotonically increases from log(R/R ) ∼ 0.4 to log(R/R ) ∼ 0.8 until t ∼ 20 Myr in its MS phase, slightly decreases by ∆ log(R/R ) ∼ 0.1 in the hook phase, and increases by ∆ log(R/R ) ∼ 1.1 on a short timescale in the HG phase. We can see that the radius also increases by ∆ log(R/R ) ∼ 0.2 at t ∼ 18 Myr in the HG phase for log(Z/Z ) = −5. However, the increase of the radius for log(Z/Z ) = −5 is much smaller than for log(Z/Z ) = −2. Such radius increase is absent for log(Z/Z ) = −8; the HG phase disappears for log(Z/Z ) = −8. Although the stellar radius increases for log(Z/Z ) = −8 at t ∼ 14 Myr, the star have entered into the ShHeB phase at this time. From the above, we see the presence and absence of the HG phases for the case of M = 10. This can be true for the case of M = 100 (see the right panel of Figure 2 ). We should remark difference between Hurley's model and our model for log(Z/Z ) = −2. In Hurley's model, which supports for −2 log(Z/Z ) 0, the stars always become RSG stars when their CHeB phases end. On the other hand, in our model, relatively light stars still remain BSG stars when their CHeB phases end. This can be seen in Figure 1. For log(Z/Z ) = −2, stars with M 50 still remain BSG stars even when their central helium mass fractions are decreased down to less than 10 −5 ; they finish their CHeB phases.
In summary, our model has three different points from Hurley's model due to lower metallicity. Some of EMP stars end with BSG stars, and skip HG and blue loop phases. There is one different point between Hurley's and our model even for Pop. I/II stars (log(Z/Z ) = −2). Stars in Hurley's model necessarily become RSG stars when they finish their CHeB phases, while stars in our model may remain BSG stars when they finish their CHeB phases.
Finally, we compare our model of log(Z/Z ) = −8 with a zero-metal model of Marigo et al. (2001) . Here, we identify our model of log(Z/Z ) = −8 with a zero-metal model. In our model, stars with 13 ≤ M ≤ 40 end with BSG stars, and stars with M ≤ 10 or M ≥ 50 end with RSG stars. Thus, the lower and upper mass limits of stars ending with BSG stars are 10 < M ≤ 13 and 40 < M ≤ 50, respectively. On the other hand, in Marigo's model, the corresponding mass limits are 9.5 < M ≤ 10 and 50 < M ≤ 70, respectively. The mass range of stars ending with BSG stars in our model is in a good agreement with that in Marigo's model, although our mass range is slightly smaller than Marigo's.
IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we show the way to implement evolution tracks of massive EMP stars, using our stellar evolution models as reference. The evolution tracks consist of a luminosity, radius, and He core mass as functions of time (t), mass (M), and metallicity (Z). We never construct three variable functions for these quantities. Instead, we develop bivariate functions with different metallicity, log(Z/Z ) = −2, −4, −5, −6 and −8. The bivariate functions have totally different forms among stellar evolution phases, since stars evolve differently among these phases. We divide a stellar evolution into five phases: MS, HG, CHeB, ShHeB, and remnant phases. Note that the MS phase includes a hook phase, and massive stars skip RGB phases. We construct a bivariate function for a stellar quantity for a given phase as follows. We make fitting formulas for the stellar quantities at the beginning and ending times of the phase as a function of M. We obtain the stellar quantity at a given time of the phase by a simple polynomial interpolation that bridges the stellar quantities at the beginning and ending times of the phase. As described in section 2, the critical masses of stars experiencing HG phases and blue loops become smaller with metallicity decreasing. Moreover, the mass range of stars ending with BSG stars is extended with metallicity decreasing. We consider such metallicity dependences by defining five mass limits: the upper mass limit of stars entering into HG phases (M HG,u ), the upper mass limit of stars with blue loops (M BL,u ), the upper and lower mass limits of stars ending with BSG stars (M EB,u and M EB,l , respectively), and the upper mass limit of stars remaining BSG stars in CHeB phases (M CB,u ). Then, stars enter into HG phases if M < M HG,u , and have blue loops if M < M BL,u . Stars end with BSG stars if M EB,l ≤ M < M EB,u . Stars remain BSG stars in their CHeB phases if M < M CB,u . We summarize these mass limits in Table 1. In the following sections, we describe bivariate functions for luminosity, radius, and He core mass in MS (section 3.1), HG (section 3.2), CHeB (section 3.3), ShHeB (section 3.4), and remnant phases (section 3.5).
MS phase
In this phase, stars evolve their luminosities and radii, while they remain their He core mass to be zero. Thus, we construct two bivariate functions for stellar luminosities and radii. We use the hat symbol, such thatX = log X. The bivariate functions can be expressed aŝ
All the variables other than τ MS andτ MS in the right-hand sides of the above equations are functions of M, and τ MS and τ MS are functions of t and M, and therefore L MS and R MS are functions of t and M. Hereafter, we show variables in the right-hand sides of the above equations step by step.
We indicate a scaled time in the MS phase by τ MS . The definition of τ MS is given by
where t EMS is the ending time of the MS phase. We model t EMS as
where t HeI is the He ignition time, or the beginning time of a CHeB phase written in section 3.3. Eq. (4) means that stars with M ≥ M HG,u skip HG phases. We make fitting formulas for luminosity and radius at the ZAMS time (L ZAMS and R ZAMS , respectively), and those at the ending time of the MS phase (L EMS and R EMS , respectively), such that
where the coefficients L and R in the right-hand sides of the above equations are constants for a given metallicity, shown in section A. We relate coefficients L and R to luminosities and radii, respectively. We also make fitting formulas for Greek coefficients in Eqs.
(1) and (2). These can be written as
Eqs.
(1) and (2) contain terms with ∆L and ∆R, respectively. These terms consider drastic brightening and shrinkage in the hook phase. The variableτ MS can be written as
for = 0.01. We can see thatτ MS suddenly increases from 0 to 1 during 1 − < τ MS < 1, or in the hook phase. The correction terms (∆L and ∆R) can be expressed as
HG phase
Stars enter into these phases when M < M HG,u . Their luminosity and radius can be written aŝ
where L HeI and R HeI are the luminosity and radius at the He ignition time shown in section 3.3. We define a scaled time in the HG phase, τ HG , as
Stars first have non-zero He core mass in their HG phases. The evolutions of the He core mass can be expressed as
where M c,HG,i and M c,HeI are the He core mass at the beginning time of the HG phase, and at the He ignition time, respectively. We set M c,HG,i in the same as Hurley et al. 
The fitting formula of M c,HeI is described in section 3.3.
CHeB phase
We make bivariate functions for He core mass, luminosity, and radius in this phase. The function of the He core mass (M c,CHeB ) is written as
where M c,HeI and M c,ECHeB are the He core mass at the He ignition time and the ending time of the CHeB phase, respectively, and τ CHeB is a scaled time in this phase. We define τ CHeB , such that
where t CHeB is the time interval of the CHeB phase. We make the fitting formulas of t HeI and t CHeB , such that
respectively. Note that we relate coefficients T to the beginning and ending times of a phase, and the time interval of a phase. The He core masses at the He ignition time and the ending time of the CHeB phase are expressed as
Note that we relate coefficients H to He core masses. The function for luminosities in this phase can be obtained by the following equation:
The luminosities at the He ignition time (L HeI ), and the ending time of the CHeB phase (L ECHeB ) are given bŷ
The index ξ contains the minimum radius in the CHeB phase (R min ), and the radius at the He ignition time, written below in detail.
The function for radii in this phase depends on whether stars are BSG or RSG stars, such that
Note that R CHeB,RSG is radii of RSG stars in this phase as functions of t and M, described later in detail. We indicate τ CHeB,EBSG as the scaled time when a star finishes its BSG or CHeB phase. Thus, τ CHeB,EBSG can be expressed as
where t EBSG is the time when a star finishes its BSG phase. We can express t EBSG as
where t Fin is the time when a star finishes its life, described in detail in section 3.4. Since star with M EB,l ≤ M < M EB,u ends their lives with BSG stars, t EBSG = t Fin . We first show a radius of a RSG star in this phase. The radius explicitly depends not on M but on L CHeB , such that
The coefficients R CHeB are functions of M, given by
We next explain radii of BSG stars. The minimum radius in this phase (R min ) depends on whether a star has its blue loop or not. If a star does not have its blue loop, its minimum radius in this phase is equal to the radius at the He ignition time (R HeI ). Thus, we can write R HeI and R min as
The increment of the radii at the BSG phase (ρ) is given by
where R CHeB,EBSG is the radius at τ = τ EBSG . We express R CHeB,EBSG aŝ
. (35) We properly make a fitting formula of R CHeB,EBSG for M < M CB,u , and otherwise use Eq. (27) for τ CHeB = τ EBSG .
ShHeB phase
In this phase, we stop the evolution of the He core mass. Thus, the He core mass remains constant as:
We simplify the evolution of the CO core mass, such that
where
Note that coefficients C are related to CO core masses. The ending time of the stellar evolution is expressed as
The CO core mass is used for calculating remnant mass described in section 3.5. The function of luminosities in this phase can be divided according to a BSG or RSG star, such that
where τ BSG and τ RSG are scaled times in BSG and RSG phases, and expressed as
respectively. The functional form of L EBSG is bifurcated by whether the star ends its life with a BSG or RSG star, and is given bŷ
where L Fin is the luminosity at the ending time of the evolution. Since stars with M EB,l ≤ M < M EB,u end with BSG stars, L EBSG = L Fin . We make a fitting formula for the luminosity at the ending time of the evolution (L Fin ), such that
The function for a radius in this phase also depends on whether the star is in a BSG or RSG phase. Thus, we can write the function aŝ
Note that R RSG,i in the second expression in the right-hand side of the above equation is the same as in Eq. (30). We can obtain the radius at the ending time of the CHeB phase (R ECHeB ) by using Eq. (27) for τ CHeB = 1. The radius at the ending time of a BSG phase (R EBSG ) is expressed aŝ
where R ShHeB,EBSG is R ShHeB at t = t EBSG in Eq. (45), and R Fin is the radius at the ending time of the evolution. The above equation is bifurcated by whether the star ends with a RSG (top) or BSG star (bottom). The radius at the ending time of the evolution can be written aŝ
Remnant phase
Stars on our evolution tracks become NSs or BHs. We set their luminosities and radii to be the same as in Hurley et al. (2000) . For the remnant mass, we adopt the same formula as in Belczynski et al. (2002) , which is also adopted in Kinugawa et al. (2014) . The remnant mass can be expressed as
DEMONSTRATION
We demonstrate the evolution tracks in this section. We use the evolution tracks through the SSE code, and follow the time evolution of stars with M = 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, 32, 40, 50, 65, 80, 100, 125 , and 160 for log(Z/Z ) = −2, −5 and −8. In Figure 3 , we compare our evolution tracks with our stellar models shown in Figure 1 .
We can see that our evolution tracks are in a good agreement with our stellar models. For log(Z/Z ) = −8, stars with 13 ≤ M < 50 end with BSG stars, and other stars become RSG stars at the ending time of their evolutions. Stars with M < 13 have entered into their ShHeB phases by the time they become RSG stars. On the other hand, stars with M ≥ 50 still remain CHeB stars when they become RSG stars. For log(Z/Z ) = −5, the mass range of stars ending with BSG stars is decreased. The mass range is 20 ≤ M < 50. Moreover, stars with M < 25 experience HG phases. Note that no stars experience HG phases for log(Z/Z ) = −8.
We compare our evolution tracks with our stellar models for log(Z/Z ) = −2. All the stars enter into HG phases after MS phases. For M < 32, stars experience blue loops after the HG phases. Finally, all the stars become RSG stars before they finish their lives. In our stellar models, the luminosity of the star with M = 65 is instantly decreased just before the star becomes a RSG star. We ignore this instant decrease of the luminosity to make the evolution tracks.
Although we turn off mass loss due to stellar winds so far, we turn on the mass loss hereafter. Our treatment of mass loss (or gain) is the same as in Hurley et al. (2000) . We adopt a stellar wind model described in Kinugawa & Yamaguchi (2018) . The stellar wind model extends the model of Belczynski et al. (2010) to EMP stars. Figure 4 shows the relation between ZAMS and remnant masses. For log(Z/Z ) = −2, stars with M < 20 leave NSs, which is consistent with Belczynski et al. (2010) . On the other hand, the BH masses derived from our evolution tracks are more massive than those in Belczynski et al. (2010) by 10M for the same ZAMS masses. This is because the He and CO core masses in our stellar models are more massive than those in Belczynski et al. (2010) by 10M . Nevertheless, the trend of the remnant masses in our evolution tracks is in good agreement with that in Belczynski et al. (2010) .
The remnant masses for log(Z/Z ) = −5 and −8 are larger than for log(Z/Z ) = −2, since stellar wind mass loss becomes weaker with metallicity decreasing. However, the remnant masses are similar between the cases of log(Z/Z ) = −5 and −8. Stellar wind mass loss becomes ineffective for EMP stars, and does not sensitively depend on metallicity in this regime. 
SUMMARY
We have devised the evolution tracks of EMP stars. Their metallicities are log(Z/Z ) = −2, −4, −5, −6, and −8. The evolution tracks consider stars ending with BSG stars, and stars skipping HG phases and blue loops. In our evolution tracks, relatively light stars still remain BSG stars when they finish their CHeB phases. This modeling is more realistic than the Hurley's models. Our evolution tracks are in good agreement with our stellar models, which are consistent with Marigo's model. Our evolution tracks can be used on the SSE, BSE, and NBODY6 codes for population synthesis calculations and star cluster simulations. We believe they should be useful to elucidate the origin of merging BH-BHs observed by gravitational wave observatories.
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APPENDIX A: VALUES FOR FITTING FORMULA
We show constants used in section 3. Klayman A., 1973, Nauchnye Informatsii, 27 , 3 Wang L., Spurzem R., Aarseth S., Nitadori K., Berczik P., Kouwenhoven M. B. N., Naab T., 2015, MNRAS, 450, 4070 Yoshida N., Omukai K., Hernquist L., 2008, Science, 321, 669 Yoshida T., Takiwaki T., Kotake K., Takahashi K., Nakamura K., Umeda H., 2019 , arXiv e-prints, p. arXiv:1903 This paper has been typeset from a T E X/L A T E X file prepared by the author. = 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, 32, 40, 50, 65, 80, 100, 125 , and 160 from bottom to top. Colors are coded by the helium mass fractions in the stellar cores. 
